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Yes, Minimalism Sucks When You Follow the Zealots on YouTubeThus Dogma-Free it Helps You to

Live Without Debt and Worrying - Enjoying Your Life AgainLet's start your minimalism to de-clutter

your life and be happier; dogma-free and with the pure essentials only. Did you know that you can

apply minimalism to books too? It is harder for the author to write those, but much easier for you,

the reader, to learn and use the essentials directly without wading through fluffy pages and getting

lost - getting lost means you will not take action. And taking action is THE crucial step you need to

do. Now, and not tomorrow. Tomorrow is NO Action land.Change your life now and stop wasting

time.I learned it the hard way and I am thankful that I took action. My mom was a hoarder, and even

I was not one, I had a hard time saying goodbye to things. Luckily, that changed one day, and I

began my minimalism journey without knowing it at that point. It wasn't a fad yet and YouTube

wasn't born. However, it made my life better. And it works fine for our family of three too. However, I

am not sure if I had even considered it when my first encounter were those YouTubers you see

nowadays. Crazy zealots who go nuts.It is a nightmare and turns away too many people from an

excellent idea. People who can benefit from minimalism and make their life better and living on our

planet too.Somebody like you.Don't go away; minimalism can help you.What are your benefits you

might ask?Owning less stuff reduces a lot of stress from your life. You don't need to worry about

cleaning, managing, and organizing.You will buy less and stop competing with the Joneses next

door.Consuming less gets you out of debtBuying less also means we need to produce less and use

fewer resources on earth.You will value experiences and quality time with friends and family much

more. Give love without buying any stuff.You will free up your mind and get happier.You'll get all of

that and more in a dogma-free way and without becoming frugal. No need to live in a shack; except

you want to.Join me in a personal way into minimalism without dogmas. Written with a minimalist

mindset and leaving the fluff out.Buy Your Copy Now and Use the Fastlane to Action Land and a

Better Life.Revised Edition: January 20th, 2017
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Our second most favorite book on de-cluttering. Respectfully written. A quick concise read also.

Only issue for us, we live in a sub-tropical climate, so the attic (or garage) are not very usable for

storage. We do wish that homebuilders would include a few more storage closets in homes built in

the U.S., for say, out-of season coats or hunting gear, sporting equipment, hurricane supplies,

perhaps also a dedicated closet for a sewing machine, ironing board, and vacuum cleaner. The

elephant in the room (that we haven't seen addressed by any book on organization or de-cluttering!)

certainly is that many of us didn't have so much of a problem with clutter before 1980, which

seemed approximately the time that homebuilders decided to eliminate proper and adequate

storage closets from newly built homes.

Basically comes down to what do you want to achieve and options to start down the path to your

end result. Not a do1, 2, 3, you're done book. Just a stimulate the thought processes to help you

find you way.

Good book. But more like a short and simple blog post turned book for purchase.

Includes some good, reasonable, doable ideas. I appreciate his mentioning simplifying as a strategy

to reduce the burden on our children when we die. When my father passed away, and my

quadriplegic mother had to be put in a nursing home, I had a two week deadline to clear their house

of EVERYTHING!!! As I saw 50 years of stuff loaded into a huge dumpster, I realized the whole



absurdity of measuring our lives by our possessions. They truly are just a burden in the end.That

event spurred my journey into a minimalistic life. It's been three years and I have downsized

considerably. Books are still my weakness. And as this author mentions, the Kon Marie method

really works with reducing books. I've reduced from 2000 to 1500. If I could just stop buying

more...BTW, it would be really nice if the author had someone proofread and then he went through

and fixed all the typos and grammatical errors.

My daughter-in-law just hired a professional de-clutterer to help her own daughter set up her new

study. She would have been much smarter to have either used her own creative visualisation skills,

imagination or this excellent little book. It offers pretty reasonable advice on de-cluttering your home

your finances and de-cluttering around your kids. It even sets out a couple of relaxation guides. All

in all I think it is worth the price. Three to four stars easily.

I downloaded this book from Story Cartel in exchange for my honest review. I have to say this is the

best book on minimalism I've read in a very long time - it provides some realistic ideas for

decluttering your life, without having to give up everything that you own. I'm looking forward to using

some of the ideas that Jens Boje provides as I start to declutter and organize my home in 2017.

I received this book for free. I always liked the concept of minimalism and this is a straight to the

point easy to understand and apply book. It kind of pokes fun at the dogma behind it, but I like that

part of it to. Common principles but if you are new to minimalism or turned off by books like Marie

Kondo's this is worth it.

I received this book for free. My review is my own. I have often tried to follow a minimalist lifestyle

and have been turned off by the spiritual junk that comes along with learning about it. Some books

are down right scary voodoo type information. This removes all the junk and gets down to living in

space that is clear of clutter. Highly recommended book for those not seeking a spiritual journey, but

rather get clutter free and have simple surroundings.
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